Call for Participation: Invitation to Undergraduate Researchers

Are you an undergraduate student eager to share and discuss your research results with peers as well as faculty from around the world? Are you interested in working together on global issues?

Present your research at the 2nd World Congress on Undergraduate Research, an interdisciplinary congress clustered around six major research themes addressing some of the most significant challenges the global community is facing today.

Good to know:

- Submission Deadline is 16 October, 2018.
- Research results from all academic disciplines are welcome. Share your research either in an oral presentation or as an academic poster.

What else?

+ **Experience inspiring keynotes:** Planetary scientist Lujendra Ojha will talk about his research on Earth and Mars, and why undergraduate research is needed, especially in the STEM fields. More to come!

+ **Publish your work:** You will have the chance to publish your work in a special issue of an interdisciplinary open access e-journal.

+ **Collaborate with fellow researchers:** Create international research partnerships, develop ideas for future projects and participate in networking sessions within the research themes.

+ **Win an award:** Have the chance to win one of the coveted World CUR Awards.

+ **Explore Germany:** Discover the culture and history of northwest Germany.

Interested? Questions?

Learn more at [www.uol.de/WorldCUR2019](http://www.uol.de/WorldCUR2019)

Get in touch with us through our official Facebook page or by email: WorldCUR2019@uol.de